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One thing that advanced-level shooters will
emphasize is the importance, when shooting from
prone, of having the hands, and even the gun butt,
in firm contact with the ground, thus you’ll experi-
ence much less up-and-down gun movement when
firing versus floating the gun and hands in the air,
off the ground. But, what if target position and
height forces you to hold the gun up high enough,
at such an angle, there’s no way you can get it low
enough to have hand and/or gun butt contact with
the ground? None of those advanced-level shooters
ever had an answer for that. Until Max Michel on
3GM2 (see Page 63) who recommended the “golf-
club technique.” This resembles, as the name indi-
cates, the interlocking fingers grip many golfers
uses on a club, where you interlock the little finger
of the right hand with the index finger of the left,
and gets your support hand down low enough it
forms, in effect, an extension of the grip that
extends well below the end of the gun’s frame.

Shortly after watching 3GM2 I actually had
occasion to use this technique. I was attending the
Advanced Defensive Handgun course at Marty
Hayes’ Firearms Academy of Seattle (360-978-
6100, firearmsacademy.com). Marty believes the
ability to deliver accurate fire at what would be
considered “long range” for a handgun is a skill
that should be in the tool kit of every advanced-
level shooter. Part of training entailed firing six-
shot groups from Chapman Rollover Prone at tar-
gets 50 yards away.

One thing that’s always impressed me about
Marty is that he’s not territorial about whether or
not students always use techniques coming only
from him. When a student asked how they might
get solid hand contact with the ground, even
though the angle at which we needed to aim to hit
target center at distance held both gun and hands
off the ground with a standard two-handed grip, I
mentioned to him (after asking Marty’s permission)
the golf-club technique. Not only did Marty have
no problem with me or any other student using this
grip, he said he planned on experimenting with it
himself. This level of open-mindedness is not some-
thing found within every firearms instructor.

This technique works its absolute best if you’re
firing something like a USPSA Limited gun with a

magazine extending significantly below the bottom
of the frame. In that case the support hand just
wraps around the front of the magazine tube that
forms, in effect, an extension of the frame, and you
wind up with the support hand below but oriented
pretty much inline with the master hand. When
running a gun with a more normal magazine
length, where the end of the magazine floorplate
ends almost flush with, or at least very little
beyond the bottom of the frame, when using the
golf club grip the support hand will wind up curled
mostly under the gun butt, which will rest in the
palm of the support hand.

The resulting hold looks almost like the old “cup
and saucer” technique that is disdained by any
halfway decently trained modern shooter because it
gives very little in the way of recoil control – when
the gun fires the hands break apart and the gun
jumps out of the “saucer.” However in the case of
the golf-club grip (a) the interlocking fingers stop
that from happening, (b) we are not using this as
our normal shooting grip, rather it is a special-pur-
pose technique intended to accomplish one thing:
to allow us to get our hand in contact with the
ground, for greatly reduced gun bounce when firing
from prone at targets oriented at such a height that
otherwise we would have to float the gun in the air,
with all the resultant, severe, up-and-down gun
bounce when firing that entails.

When using the golf-club grip, or any prone
handgun firing technique for that matter, ideally
you want to be driving the gun butt, or your hands
below the gun butt, down firmly into the ground,
almost as if you were trying to lift your upper body
up off the ground with your two fisted hands out in
front of you. This downward pressure holds down
muzzle flip amazingly well. It’s just sad we can’t
figure out a way to incorporate the same technique
into our standing, freestyle platform. Because
believe me, if I could, I would. 

I tried the golf grip, combined with driving my
fisted hands into the ground, on the FAS 50-yard
range, running a Rock River Arms Limited Match
Pistol with Black Hills factory 230-grain hardball. It
worked great. This is never going to be a general
purpose shooting grip, but for dealing effectively
with a certain, very specific marksmanship chal-
lenge, it works very well indeed. It’s a good thing to
have in your bag of tricks.
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